
 
Why don’t we have more internship programs? 
A successful story at CLT 
The ANU Centre for Learning and Teaching (CLT) presents a successful student 
internship story at the Centre for Continuing Education (CCE). 

 

View the video here  

Transcript below 

Amalia: My name is Amalia and I'm currently a third-year student studying a 
Bachelor of Commerce in economic studies and finance. I was previously an 
intern at the Centre for Continuing Education (CCE). 

Brian: My name is Brian Cooke, the team leader at the Centre for Continuing 
Education - CCE. Amalia was our first intern and as I said, I did not even know 
that there was an intern program that existed at ANU until the email popped 
into my inbox.  

Kim: My name is Kim. I'm a careers consultant in the College of Business and 
Economics, careers and employability team. One part of my role is to deliver 
careers consultations, that's helping students with their application, from 
reviewing their resume and cover letter to doing mock interviews with them and 
giving them advice on the recruitment process. And then the other half of my 
role is the industry engagement side. I'm reaching out to industry, and trying to 
find and secure those opportunities for our students to do internships and other 
work-integrated learning activities. 
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Amalia: I was actually interned at CCE for three months. It went over the course 
of a semester. So, I took it as a course. I decided to do the internship mainly 
because I was looking to get industry experience. I think ANU is a very research-
based university, and we don't really get a lot of opportunities to sort of apply 
our skills in the workforce. 

Kim: The College of Business and Economics internships program started in 
2016. It's growing every semester. So, every semester we'll have a larger intake 
of students. And the goal is just to get students into a really meaningful 
internship where they can work on a really great project, put into practice what 
they've learned at university into the workplace. 

Brian: We had need for somebody to do a bit of market research for us, the email 
arrived, and there were a few different options in terms of the skillsets of 
potential interns and Amalia's CV was one of those that was submitted for our 
intern project. So, it was reasonably easy to be honest. We read some CVs and 
then conducted interviews thereafter, but the program coordinator made it 
fairly easy for me and for everybody who was seeking to have an intern in their 
section or in their team. 

Amalia: It was overall a very good experience for me. I felt very welcomed by the 
team. Since the first day, the main takeaway from the internship project was 
mainly related to soft skills. I wasn't able to get a lot of soft skills during my 
studies at the ANU. ANU for me was a very assessments-based university. 

So having that opportunity to get exposed to opportunities where I could apply 
as well as gain a lot of soft skills was a really good opportunity for me. As an 
international student, being able to process my thoughts into words and 
communicate with my team leader was a bit challenging for me, but also 
rewarding as well. 

I wasn't able to get a lot of opportunities where I could communicate my 
thoughts verbally. And I thought the internship provided me with a good 
opportunity to be able to do that. So the workshops were on a weekly basis. So it 
was usually a three hour workshop where all the internship students gathered 
together and for example, there were a lot of content around dealing with 
difficult situations as well as presenting myself.  

I think we don't necessarily get that from a regular university course. So, I think 
that was especially good. The internship really did expose me to a new industry 
that I didn't think I would work in before. I think it definitely provided me with a 
new perspective of where I would like to work and what sort of industry I would 
want to go in. 

Kim: I think it is really important for students to have some work experience or 
like working to graded learning during their degree. It just gives them an 
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opportunity to put into practice what they've learnt at university. It gives them a 
chance to develop different skills. And these internships, they're a really great 
way as well to a bit of trial and error. 

See what you like doing, see what you don't like doing. So that can help as well 
when you're deciding later on where to apply for a grad role. 

Brian: At the end of the process, having been through it and been through the 
experience, go to whoa. I can honestly say that it reduced our workload. Not 
increased it. 

Yes. You (Amalia) taught us a bit, from using technology platforms, she had a 
great sense of humour and it was it almost like a way for our team CCE to 
connect with the undergraduate community at the university, which, you don't 
normally get a chance to do in that personal way. 

It actually made my job easier. Apart from the small-time investment at the 
beginning, with the interviews and screening a few CVs, it actually made things 
easier for the duration of the internship. And so I would say definitely two other 
areas, professional and academic areas around the university, that it's 
something you should get on board. 

Kim: I will say, though, I think just in my own personal experience, I think it does 
help to have that internship or some kind of work integrated learning 
component. While you're in university, it does help to bulk up your resume for 
when you're applying for the graduate position.  

Brian: I definitely think that ANU should include more of these types of 
internship programs in undergraduate degrees. It's a great source of talent and 
resources. For CCE, something that we would never have thought about as a 
potential avenue for finding staff as an outcome. Yeah it's brilliant because 
finding good staff is sometimes not that easy and having the opportunity to 
embed someone in the team through this program and then with a view to 
potentially hiring them. 

It's probably the best interview you could ever have. Isn't it?  

Amalia: I think for the time being, I see myself staying here. CCE has offered me 
a really good perspective of what it is like working in Australia and what the 
working culture is. I really value sort of personal growth. 

So I think staying here, what allowed me to have that experience and 
opportunity. 
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Kim: It's a really good opportunity for students to start building the network. You 
never know who you'll meet that can help you in the future or might be able to 
give you a job in the future. So it's a good chance for students to start growing 
their network. 

Brian: In terms of whether we would hire Amalia of beyond the internship, we've 
already tried. 

It was such a positive experience. And I think we could see such value in it. That 
we've already spoken of short-term contracts, even while she's still studying, 
even while she's completing her degree, which will be, I think, the middle of next 
year. Yeah, no hesitation at all in hiring Amalia and having her as a more 
permanent member of the team. 

Yeah, I'm a huge supporter. We are involved again for the intern program next 
year, where we have several candidates to assess more than we had last time. 
So I think five or six this time. So maybe a little bit more work. But yeah, I think 
it’ll be well worth it. So yeah, we're in now. I think we'll be part of the program 
going forward.
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